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Overview

Process Engineering
half a century of
working for our industry
Produced without break for over 50 years, Process Engineering is the leading
magazine and website for control, process and plant specialists working
in the key process sectors – such as Food & Drink, Pharmaceuticals and
Chemicals and Energy.
With the expanding choice of marketing channels, we understand that
advertisers are presented with more alternatives than ever before. Process
Engineering continues to evolve with the changing media landscape to provide
the very best solutions for our advertisers. But the real key to our market
leading position is editorial quality – a reader focused approach that delivers an
authority, trust and engagement that is simply unequalled in our sector.
Our unrivalled quality and range of integrated marketing solutions means
that Process Engineering is the first choice for any campaign.

› Quality editorial

In print and online, Process Engineering delivers insight
into the very latest technologies, trends, viewpoints and
real-world solutions – earning its position as the leading
source of information for process, control and plant
specialists for more than 50 years.
Produced by specialist writers, and with contributions
from practitioners and technology experts, Process
Engineering stays one step ahead of the ever-increasing
challenges faced by engineers and managers providing
readers with news, Analysis, views, detailed end-user case
studies and new technical solution from around Europe.

› Engaged and Influential audience

We know that creating the best editorial environment for
your marketing message is only half of the job, so we also
deliver the best possible readership and circulation.

› Circulation & reach

Readership and circulation are often confused.
Process Engineering has a qualified ABC audited
circulation - your guarantee that every copy is received
and read by the key specifiers and decision makers across
the process industries.

› Purchasing Power

We have built our readership with emphasis on
delivering real buying power, within process sectors
like Pharmaceuticals and Chemicals purchasing power
resides with the top firms. Official Government statistics
indicate that in a sector like Food and Drink, for instance,
almost 90 % of turnover is generated by firms with over
50 employees. It’s these high-value firms that Process
Engineering targets first.
With advertising options ranging from high-impact
display through to bespoke supplements and collaborative
content projects – Process Engineering provides all the
flexibility to meet your marketing needs.
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Print Edition
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Magazine structure
The magazine leads with the latest news, analysis, viewpoints and agenda setting features.
In addition each issue contains Four dedicated sections addressing the real-world challenges
of running a process plant. These sections and topics covered are:

feature control & instrumentation

Analogue
v digital

A step ahead
A

safety-first approach is central to how all process plants
operate, and a key part of this is ensuring that all plant
equipment is properly maintained. Being able to target those
pieces of kit most in need of inspection, repair or
replacement can help streamline maintenance programmes, cutting
costs and improving plant efficiency.
As more and more plants use devices and control systems that
generate huge amounts of data, firms such as Siemens and Invensys
have begun rolling out predictive maintenance technology that
harnesses this data to improve plant efficiency.
Data can be accumulated in real-time, allowing system analysts to
predict and even prevent system failure at a level far in advance of
more traditional methods.
Mike Teller, managing director for Northern Europe & Africa at
Invensys, says that only with preventative measures, for maintenance
and security, can you ensure process plant safety. You can also avoid
unnecessary costs.

P

The need to
generate realtime
information has
become a
necessity within
almost all
process plant
procedures
Clare Darlison
The Genii system can be carried around a process plant
for quick and immediate results
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Control Systems
Sensors
Measurement
& metering
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Data acquisition

l

Wireless technology

l

HMI

Paper and pulp mill

Given the potentially lethal
nature of so much machinery and
equipment in a process plant, it is
unsurprising that facilities are
subjected to huge levels of safety
regulations. Boris Sedacca looks
at some of the safety challenges
and solutions in several sectors

Touchscreen
technology can help
simplify maintenance
management

PROCESS ENGINEERING

&
Maintenance
› Control
›
Instrumentation
and Asset

l

feature plant equipment

Mean machines

“If companies incorporate complete system monitoring and
management on a plant, with the help of systems such as Invensys’
Foxboro Evo (distributed control system), they can accurately
decipher contextualised data streams to prevent engineers from
performing unnecessary maintenance,” he says.
Similarly, Siemens claims that production plant downtime can be
significantly reduced if advanced maintenance procedures are
employed. Its own research suggests that condition-based maintenance
can be effective in analysing plant or machinery and can help ascertain
whether or not maintenance is needed before system failures occur.
The firm also suggests that its condition monitoring technology can
be applied on individual machines or focussed across an entire plant.
Systems are constantly monitored and data is transmitted to its experts
to determine the overall performance of a plant or factory, which
enables only the necessary maintenance to be carried out.
An important aspect to monitoring the condition of plant
equipment in real time is the ability to use mobile devices to keep

Calibration is critical to the running
of the plant. Instrumentation failure
can pose serious safety issues

l

plant regulations health, safety & environment

Knowing which pieces of kit to repair and the best time to do so can cut
maintenance costs and extend the operational life of process plant
equipment. A combination of central control systems and mobile devices
are enabling plant operators to do just that. Robert Smith reports

Digital fieldbus communication
protocols as a means of taking
process measurements are
gradually gaining momentum
reports Boris Sedacca

rocess instrumentation converts measured process variables - such as
pressure, temperature, pH, chemical concentration and valve or
actuator positioning - to scaled analogue signals.
But although analogue current loop is the classical method by
which process measurements are taken, digital fieldbus communication
protocols are gaining momentum and will eventually achieve a critical mass
on the plant floor.
The most common process transmitter protocol is the highway
addressable remote transducer (HART) protocol. A HART transmitter
contains a conventional analogue milliamp (mA) signal with a digital signal
superimposed on top. The fieldbuses, such as Foundation Fieldbus and
Profibus, contain only a digital output with no analogue signal.
Around 95% of all process devices
shipped today with a digital
capability are based on the HART
communication protocol
according to Jim Shields,
field calibration tools
product marketing
manager at Fluke.
“Since most HART
devices are used in the
4-20mA output mode,
they function as
analogue devices even
though they are more
sophisticated than
that,” says Shields.

feature maintenance & asset management

l

l

l

l
l
l

l

E

xperience has shown that processes like palletising and paper
converting can be quite lethal. Machinery in manufacturing and
process industries comes under the scope of the 1998 Provision
and Use of Work Equipment Regulations (PUWER) in the UK,
and one of the trigger points to carry out a PUWER assessment is
when machinery is moved from one place to another.
In the case of one company that had to move operating presses
making the sintered material used in brake pads, a PUWER assessment
was followed by a risk assessment to engineer out non-compliances
using a combination of safety logic and various hardware devices.
The whole exercise was facilitated by the consultancy division of Pilz
Automation Technology, which undertakes risk assessments on
machines or machine designs in accordance with the requirements of
BS EN ISO 14121-1:2007. Each assessment identifies the hazards
present, estimates and evaluates the risks, and determines and outlines
the measures that may be applied to reduce the risks to acceptable levels.
“We are also active in the food and beverage industries and one
specific example involved end-of-line palletising of kegs or bottles for
transportation and distribution to supermarkets,” says David Collier,
business development manager at Pilz UK.
“This kind of machinery is very hazardous and there are constant
fatalities involving their use, so we help several customers who are
upgrading palletisers.”
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D

emand for new sources of energy, water and other essential
resources is driving advances in filtration and separation
technologies – as seen by recent projects in the fast-growing
areas of hydraulic fracturing (fracking), desalination
and gasification.
One of the most critical aspects of fracking concerns the management
of wastewater that could harm the environment and contaminate the
drinking water in communities near well-drilling sites.
Among those trying to tackle this issue is GE Power and Water, which
has linked up with memsys clearwater – developer of vapour
compressor-driven membrane distillation (MDPP). This technology is
designed to concentrate water produced during fracking to reduce
disposal costs and enable water reuse.
Based in Germany and Singapore, memsys’ technology uses patented

GE Power and Water and memsys clearwater aim to concentrate
water produced during fracking to reduce disposal costs and
enable water reuse

thermal separation modules for wastewater treatment through
“vacuum-driven multi-effect membrane distillation”. This, claims the
company, offers “a highly efficient thermal separation process in a
compact, modular concept.”
The modules are said to perform all steps of the membrane
distillation process including energy recovery. The technology, adds
memsys, can be operated using waste heat to produce a high-quality
distillate from various wastewater feeds including those with high TDS
(total dissolved solids) content.
In return for an exclusive licence to use MDPP in unconventional
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Legislation &
best practice

l

Hazardous areas/
ATEX

l

Emissions control
and monitoring

l

l

l

Condition
monitoring

l

Maintenance
software

l

Safety systems

l

Enclosures

l

Personal protection

Cleaning/hygiene
Calibration
Protection/		
Lubrication
OEE/Lifecycle
management

Filtration and separation technologies are playing a central role in
new projects around the world says Patrick Raleigh
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Safety
Plant Equipment
› Health,
›
& Environment

Planning and
strategy

Corrosion
prevention

At the
cutting edge

» An engaging mix of thought provoking

editorial and practical insights creating the
best possible environment for your advertising

l

l

l

l

Solids Handling/
storage

Liquid handling/
storage
Heating/cooling/
drying
Weighing Systems
Power supplies/
generators
Compressors
Dispensing/		
Dosing Systems
Mixing & Blending
Air/water/heat
exchange

l

Motion control

l

Milling & Grinding

l

l

Filtration/		
separation
Pipes/seals/gaskets/
fittings
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Supplements

Dedicated Supplements
Process Engineering has a programme of dedicated print supplements - with corresponding web
channels and email newsletters - providing in-depth coverage of key subjects including:

Pumps&Valves
in-Process

www.processengineering.co.uk | July 2013

www.processengineering.co.uk | May/June 2013

Counting
the cost
A life-cycle
approach

Size matters
Innovations in small & micro AD

Global valves
market
Oil & gas set to
power the valves
industry ▶05

Tailored
technologies
How smaller firms
are gaining the
upper hand ▶14

Concurrent
engineering
Process speeds up
innovation through
design ▶21

01 PV COVER EZ.indd 1

30/04/2013 21:22

A heated
debate
Will shale damage
efforts in green
technology? ▶08

Pumps as
turbines
The case for
generating energy
using pumps ▶21

Closing the
cycle
Combining
energy and water
management ▶05

01 Cover ENS final.indd 1

26/06/2013 15:53

› Pumps & Valves › Energy
Management
Pumps and valves perform
a critical role in the process
environment. Published
four times per year,
Pumps & Valves inProcess
brings together end users,
suppliers and independent
experts to share their
knowledge and expertise
in areas such as:
l

l

l

l

Optimisation
& Efficiency

Processing accounts for
a staggering 73% of the
UK’s industrial energy
consumption. Energy
Management inProcess
delivers advice and
guidance on the choices
and opportunities faced
by senior engineers in
the process industries,
including:

Lifecycle and
maintenance

l

Applications

l

Technical/		
engineering
solutions

l

l

l

l
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Energy saving
equipment/devices
On-site generation
Monitoring
and control
Energy recovery
Maximising plant
and equipment
efficiency
Procurement
strategy

Design
› Plant
& Build
Whether building from
scratch or modifying
existing plant, Process
Plant Design & Build
explores the latest
thinking, technologies and
solutions for capital project
success – areas covered
include:
l

l

l

l

l

l

Plant equipment
innovation
Pilot plant &
scale-up
Feed & Simulation

&
› Analysis
Quality Control
Exploring the latest
analytical techniques,
instrument technologies
and application best
practice, Analysis &
Quality Control covers
the key areas of incoming
quality control, in-process
quality control and
outgoing quality assurance.
Themes include:
l

Laboratory 		
equipment and
techniques

l

At-line solutions

l

Field devices

Integration

l

Data management

Decommission/
closure

l

Plant management
& control

Compliance and
legislation

›

Website & Digital

››

Website
Processengineering.co.uk extends your brand to
our rapidly growing online community of process
professionals. Bringing readers its unique blend of
news, comment, analysis and practical solutions,
processengineering.co.uk is the number 1 process
industry website.
The site’s well-constructed channel structure and
sophisticated functionality allows you to select
the audience you want to reach, ensuring your
advertising message is targeted and relevant.
With options ranging from display advertising
through to dedicated microsites, we offer the
most flexible and measureable online marketing
solutions available – way ahead of any other
process industry media.

› Sector channels include:

l

Control & Instrumentation

Power & Water

l

Maintenance & Asset Care

Environment

l

Health, Safety and Environment

l

Plant & Equipment

l

Oil & Gas

l

Pharma and Bio

l

Food and Drink

l

l

Chemicals

l

l

Materials

Email Solutions
› Email newsletters

› Plant Function channels include:

Our opt-in newsletters deliver
your message direct to the
inbox of thousands of buyers
and specifiers. Immediate and
responsive, newsletters offer a
high-impact channel for your
advertising message.
All of our newsletters adopt
the same reader focused
approach that defines Process
Engineering. This means that
we achieve unrivalled open and
click through rates.
Advertising options include
display banners, MPU units and
product editorials. Newsletter
‘takeovers’ and sponsorship also
available for selected specials.

› Co-branded
emails
Leverage the
power of our brand
recognition through
co-branded emails.
From product
launches to event
marketing, we
offer a full design
solution making it
simple to get your
message out to our
unrivalled database
of decision makers.
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Content marketing

Content solutions
From webinars & supplements to product pieces designed around your promotional material, we
produce high impact content solutions for all requirements. Our print and digital solutions include:

› Sponsored supplements

We create bespoke supplements for distribution with
Process Engineering with additional copies for your own
distribution. Price according to project scope.

› Sponsored research

From general awareness to targeted customer research
projects, Process Engineering offers a range of solutions
tailored to your objectives. Dependent on scope, research
can be based on a combination of telephone, email,
website and focus groups.

› Content writing

From news stories to in-depth case studies, our team
create engaging content for your own website and
marketing requirements. Our flexible service can
provide everything from a single article to a regular
feed of SEO friendly content for your website.

› Webinars & webcasts

Our fully managed web based seminars and webcasts
provide a powerful multi media forum – ideal for
delivering complex information to a busy audience.
According to your objectives, events can be delivered
live and interactive or on-demand, using an industry
leading platform.

» Content is key –

providing engaging
content is a vital element
of any successful
marketing strategy.

› Product and service promotions

We offer a range of integrated content promotion
and advertorial opportunities designed around your
promotional material, such as product brochures,
application guides, video and technical papers.
Our most popular options are listed below.
Don’t see the option that meets your needs?

Contact us for a customised solution.
Option 1
£399
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Option 2
£299

Option 3
£119

Option 4
£59

Article publication

✔

✔

✔

✔

Images

multiple

one per article

one per article

one per article

Hosted Video

✔

✔

Attach Downloads

maximum of 3

one attachment

Weblink

✔

✔

Featured promotion

one week

Newsletter entry

✔

Premium newsletter slot

✔

✔

✔

›

Circulation and Audience Reach

››

Print Circulation
Our focus on quality editorial is the key to Process Engineering’s
unrivalled readership of engaged and influential decision makers
l

l

l

ABC Audited circulation of 9,825 - with
stringent terms of control
Readership of 3.1 per copy delivers a total readership
in excess of 30,000 every issue
Decision Makers – our strict terms of control dictate
that all recipients must have either purchasing 			
or specification responsibility

Process Sectors
l
l

› Process Engineering Online

l
l

Pharma/Chemicals 29%
Food & Drink
25%
Rubber & Plastics 20%
Minerals
7%

Utilities
7%
Paper & Pulp 7%
l Other industries 5%
l
l

www.processengineering.co.uk is the leading UK based website for the
process industries. With a substantial and highly engaged audience you can
be sure your message will reach the right people, in the right organisations.
Current average monthly audience figures:
Unique users: 22,644
Visits: 28,711
Page views: 45,050
Full campaign analytics are provided enabling you to asses performance.

› Email Newsletters

Process Engineering’s content-driven email programme ranges from weekly
news updates to themed feature and intelligence based specials.
Our biggest circulation email is the editor’s weekly update with a
distribution of 24,700.
Distribution numbers differ according to newsletter type - all our fully
opted in and qualified to deliver industry leading open and click rates.
As with all our digital solutions, full campaign analytics are provided
enabling you to asses performance.

Print readership
30,000

Web readership
22,600

Buying Power
l
l
l

£100,000
<45%
£100-£500,000 <26%
£0.5m-£1.0m +29%

Plus, Process Engineering’s circulation delivers
those engineers with the power to make real
purchasing decisions. Source: Circulation database

Newsletter
24,700

Total message reach
of more than 77,000
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Rates & Data

› Magazine

Display Advertising
Page
DPS
Half
1/4

£1,850
£3,085
£1,110
£665

Mechanical data print
Sizes: Display
TYPE

DPS
Page

Speci ied positions + 10%

White Paper Report
Unbound Inserts Full run
Less than 10 grams
Each additional 10g

£POA
1/2 horizontal
£2,495
£275

1/2 vertical

Bound insert rates on request

1/4
1/4 horizontal

Classified
Services
1/4
1/8
1/16

£500
£300
£180

Update
Product service announcement print and
online package: (80words + image) £120
Recruitment
Page
Half
1/4

£2,495
£1,395
£795

› Online

COST PER ‘000’

Skyscraper
Leaderboard
MPU (Media Playing Unit)
Billboard

£90
£110
£120
£169

Tenancy rates upon request and according
to targeting requirements
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Email opportunities
Process Engineering 		
e-newsletter sponsorship
Product Promotion Slot
Banner ad unit
MPU ad unit
Video slot
3rd Party bespoke mailer

Contacts

TRIM

Recruitment/Classified
Products & Services
Single column
Two column
Three column
1/4
1/8th
1/6th
Number of columns
4
Column height

270 x
398mm
270 x
199mm
130 x
199mm
270 x
96mm
64 x
199mm

40 mm
86 mm
132 mm
115 x 86 mm
57 x 86mm
49 x 40mm

240mm

Mechanical Data
Online and Email newsletters

Online advertising units
TYPE

BLEED

250 x
276 x
378 mm 404mm
250 x
276 x
179mm 205mm
120 x
133 x
179mm 205mm
250 x
276 x
86mm
99mm
120 x 86mm		
54 x
67 x
179mm 205mm

TYPE

Skyscraper
Leaderboard
MPU
Newsletter Banner (static)
Billboard

SIZE

120 x 600 pixels
728 x 90 pixels
300 x 250 pixels
600 x 72 pixels
600 x 250 pixels

Files must not exceed 65kb

£1,650
£250
£1,200
£1,000
£299
£1,850

Mike Turner › mike.turner@synthesismedia.co.uk › t + 44 (0)1442 200650
Anthony Hill › anthony.hill@synthesismedia.co.uk › t + 44 (0)1442 200650

